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Abstract
In this paper we combine a reduced Hessian method with a mixed strategy using both trust region and line search
techniques for constrained optimization. The adopted strategy switches to back tracking steps when a trial step produced
by the trust region subproblem is unacceptable. By using Fletcher’s penalty function as a merit function, the resulting
algorithm possesses global convergence while maintaining a superlinear local convergence rate under some reasonable
conditions. A nonmonotonic criterion is suggested which does not require the merit function to reduce its value after
every iteration. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In this paper, we consider the optimization problem with nonlinear equality constraints
min f(x)
s:t: c(x) = 0;
(1.1)
where f(x) :R n ! R 1 and c(x) :R n ! R m; m6n. Recently, there were quite a few articles
proposing reduced Hessian methods to solve this problem. Coleman and Conn [3], and Nocedal and
Overton [10] proposed separately similar quasi-Newton methods using approximate reduced Hessian.
For example, in the latter paper, the basic idea can be summarized as follows: let g(x) =3f(x) 2
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R n; A(x)=3c(x)=[3c1(x); : : : ;3cm(x)] 2 R nm. Assuming A(x) has full column rank, then a QR
decomposition can be performed, that is,
A(x) = [Y (x) Z(x)]

R(x)
0

; (1.2)
where [Y; Z] is an orthogonal matrix, R(x) is a nonsingular upper triangular matrix of order m, and
Z(x) 2 R nt , where t = n−m. The column vectors of Z(x) form an orthonormal basis for the null
space N (A(x)T), i.e.,
A(x)TZ(x) = 0: (1.3)
The columns of Y (x) 2 R nm form an orthonormal basis of the range space R(A(x)) of A(x).
Clearly,
Y (x)TZ(x) = 0; Y (x)TY (x) = Im; Z(x)TZ(x) = It ; (1.4)
Y (x)Y (x)T + Z(x)Z(x)T = In: (1.5)
Let
L(x; ) = f(x)− Tc(x) (1.6)
be the Lagrangian function of problem (1.1), where  is the solution vector of the least-squares
problem
min

kA(x)− g(x)k:
From (1.2), we have
(x) = (A(x)TA(x))−1A(x)T3f(x) = R(x)−1Y (x)T3f(x): (1.7)
Therefore, (x) can be obtained by solving the upper triangular equation
R(x)(x) = Y (x)Tg(x): (1.8)
Let
W (x; ) =32xxL(x; ) (1.9)
be the Hessian of the function L(x; ) with respect to x. The main dierence between the Nocedal{
Overton method or the Coleman{Conn method and the usual quasi-Newton methods is that in the
former one the updating matrix B 2 R tt is an approximation of the square matrix Z(x)TW (x; )Z(x)
of order t, whereas in the latter ones the updating matrix approximates W (x; ).
For simplicity, we denote f(xk) by fk ; 3f(xk) by gk ; and 32xxf(xk) by 32fk , etc. In each
iteration, the Nocedal{Overton method solves the equations
RTk p
y
k =−ck ; (1.10)
Bkpzk =−ZTk gk (1.11)
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to obtain pyk and p
z
k , respectively. Let
pk = Zkpzk + Ykp
y
k ; (1.12)
then take
xk+1 = xk + pk: (1.13)
The whole computation will be terminated when ck = 0 and ZTk gk = 0. At such point, the Karush{
Kuhn{Tucker condition is satised. The matrix Bk can be updated using an approximate reduced
Hessian or quasi-Newton formulas after each iteration.
Nocedal and Overton [10], and Coleman and Conn [3] proved separately the local convergence
and a two-step superlinear convergence rate for their methods. There have been some works on trust
region methods for solving nonlinear optimization problems in recent years, for example, the papers
proposed by Celis et al. [2], by Powell and Yuan [12], and by Byrd et al. [1]. All these articles
considered full Hessian. Actually in [2,12], an approximate Hessian Bk is used, whereas true Hessian
Wk is employed in [6,14].
As we know, in traditional trust region method, after solving a subproblem we need to use some
criterion to check if the trial step is acceptable. If not, the subproblem must be resolved with a
reduced trust region radius. It is possible that the trust region subproblem needs to be resolved many
times before obtaining an acceptable solution, and hence the total computation for completing one
iteration might be expensive. A plausible remedy is that at an unsuccessful trial step we switch to
the line search technique by employing the back tracking steps. Of course, the prerequisite for being
able to making this shift is that although the trial step is unacceptable as next iterative point, it
should provide a direction of sucient descent.
So far most trust region or line search methods that we have seen for solving type of problems
(1.1) request a monotonic decreasing of merit functions, i.e., after each iteration the value of merit
function must be reduced. For problems whose objective functions or constraint functions have sharp
curves on their contour maps (such as the Rosenbrock’s function which has banana shape contours),
monotonicity may cause a series of very small steps, causing a huge number of iterations to reach
their solutions. Grippo, Lampariello and Lucidi proposed a nonmonotonic one-dimensional search
technique for unconstrained optimization and got satisfactory results (see [9]).
In this paper we shall extend the back tracking and nonmonotonic technique to trust region typed
methods for constrained optimization problems. We are also going to improve the algorithm proposed
in [15] and make it more eective in practical implementation. For the trust region subproblem in
[8], an exact solution is required which may be computationally expensive. Here we instead use
the dogleg paths suggested by Dennis and Mei [4] to obtain an approximate solution. However,
these dogleg paths are formulated only when Bk is positive denite in [4]. We will apply the partial
Cholesky factorization to positive-denite modication of Bk when Bk is not positive denite.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe our modied algorithm for constrained
optimization problems which combines the techniques of trust region, curvilinear path, back tracking
and nonmonotonic linesearch. In Section 3, weak global convergence of the proposed algorithm
is established. Some further convergence properties such as strong global convergence and a local
two-step superlinear convergence rate are established in Section 4. Throughout this paper, we use
k  k to represent the Euclid norm; vectors are column vectors unless a transpose is used.
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2. Algorithm
In this section we describe a method which combines line search technique with an approximate
trust region algorithm that uses curvilinear paths instead of a minimization in the whole trust region.
In each iteration we shall solve a quadratic subproblem
(Sk) min (ZTk gk)
Tpz + 12(p
z)TBkpz
s:t: kpzk6k
where k is called the trust region radius. To solve this problem exactly may require too much
computation. From practical consideration, we choose to solve this problem approximately. We can
use either the BFGS or DFP formula to update Bk , or the approximate Hessian if Bk will be indenite.
We factorize the matrix Bk based on a partial Cholesky factorization of Bk . Let P denote the
permutation matrix representing the symmetric interchanges performed during the factorization. If
the number of steps needed before termination is n1, then the factorization implicitly identies a
leading n1  n1 positive-denite submatrix of the permutated matrix PTBP. In terms of a partition
B11; B12; B21 and B22 of PTBP, we have
B11 B12
B21 B22

=

L11 0
L21 I
 
D1 0
0 D2
 
LT11 L
T
21
0 I

; (2.1)
where L11 is a unit lower triangular matrix and D1 a positive-denite diagonal matrix. The submatrix
B11 is positive denite, and B11=L11D1LT11 is its usual Cholesky factorization obtained using diagonal
pivoting. Let D be any positive-denite modication of D, i.e., D is a positive-denite matrix with
kD − Dk \small" and D = D when D is suciently positive denite. There are many choices for
D { for example, consider the block-diagonal matrix D=diag(D1; I), where I is the identity matrix
of order n− n1. With this denition, when n1 = n and B is suciently positive denite, D1 = D1.
With this condition, the dogleg curve paths suggested by Dennis and Mei (see [4]) is a good
choice. Denote the approximate solution of (Sk) by pzk , and let ~gk = Z
T
k gk , a brief description of the
double dogleg method is as follows:
1. First, consider the Newton step pzN =−B−1k ~gk and take
pzk = p
z
N; if kpzNk6k: (2.2)
2. If kpzNk>k , then calculate the best solution along the direction of − ~gk , this is so called the
\Cauchy point": pzc:p: =− k ~gk , where
k =
k ~gkk2
~gTk Bk ~gk
:
Take
pzk =−k
~gk
k ~gkk
; if kpzc:p:k>k: (2.3)
3. If kpzNk>k and kpzc:p:k<k , then calculate
k =
k ~gkk4
( ~gTk Bk ~gk)( ~gkB
−1
k ~gk)
: (2.4)
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It was proved that kpzc:p:k6kkpzNk6kpzNk. Choose an intermediate point
pzi:p: = [^k + (1− ^)]pzN;
where ^ 2 (0; 1) (in [4,5] ^=0:8 was suggested). It is obvious that pzi:p: is a point in the Newton
direction, and kpzc:p:k6kpzi:p:k6kpzNk. Take
pzk = p
z
c:p: + (1− )pzi:p: if kpzi:p:k>k; (2.5)
or otherwise let
pzk = p
z
i:p: + (1− )pzN ifkpzi:p:k6k; (2.6)
in (2.5) and (2.6)  2 [0; 1] is chosen such that kpzkk= k .
Formulas (2.2){(2.6) give a complete method to solve subproblem (Sk) approximately. From
(2.2) it is known that using this method, the following is always true:
kpzkk6k − B−1k ~gkk: (2.7)
Dennis and Mei also showed that the quadratic objective function value at the point pzk will not
be bigger than that of the best point along the steepest-descent direction within the trust region.
Consequently, it is not dicult to obtain
− (ZTk gk)Tpzk −
1
2
(pzk )
TBkpzk>!1kZTk gkk min

k;
kZTk gkk
kBkk

; (2.8)
where !1> 0 is a constant.
Powell proposed a single dogleg method for approximating solutions of the same subproblem (Sk),
see [11]. His formulas also satisfy conditions (2.7) and (2.8). Our algorithm can also accept his
approximate solution. In fact, the convergence analysis of this article is available to any approximate
solutions which meet the two above conditions.
The following lemma shows the relation between the gradient ZTk gk of the function and the step
pzk generated in subproblem (Sk). We can see from the lemma that the direction of the trial step
generated in subproblem is a suciently descent direction.
Lemma 2.1. Let pzk be the approximate solution of subproblem (Sk) by (2:2){(2:6); then there
exists !2> 0 such that
(ZTk gk)
Tpzk6− !2kZTk gkkmin

k;
kZTk gkk
kBkk

: (2.9)
Proof. See Lemma 2.1 in [16].
After obtaining the approximate solution of the trust region subproblem, we then introduce another
movement for the purpose of improving feasibility
pyk =−kR−Tk ck ; (2.10)
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where
k =
8>>><
>>>:
1 if ck = 0 or
k
kR−Tk ckk
>1
k
kR−Tk ckk
otherwise:
(2.11)
Computing the multiplier
k = R−1k Y
T
k gk ; (2.12)
and the direction pk
pk = Ykp
y
k + Zkp
z
k : (2.13)
In order to decide the acceptance of the new point at each iteration, and to adjust the trust region
radius, a merit function is necessary. The Fletcher’s penalty function
F(x; ) = f(x)− (x)Tc(x) + kc(x)k2; (2.14)
where  is penalty parameter. Since this function is dierentiable we have
3xF(x; ) =3f(x)−3(x)Tc(x)− A(x)(x) + 2A(x)c(x); (2.15)
where 3(x) is the t n matrix which are the gradients of the Lagrange multiplier estimates. Thus,
at the kth iteration, in order to avoid to compute 3(x) in (2.15), we used the approximate formulae,
suggested by Powell and Yuan [13]. For the direction pk and the size of the step tk , the approximate
formulae 3xF(xk ; k)Tpk  0k(tk) is dened as follows:
0k(tk) gTk pk − Tk ATk pk −
1
tk
[(xk + tkpk)− k]Tck + 2k(pTk ATk ck)
= gTk pk − Tk ATk pk −
1
tk
[(xk + tkpk)− k]Tck − 2kkkckk2; (2.16)
where the last equality is deduced by (2.10).
In our algorithm and the penalty parameter  should be updated after each iteration by the formulae
below. Choose a  2 (0; 12 ) and take
 k = kAk(ATk Ak)−1k= kR−1k k (2.17)
L0k =
8><
>:
k(xk + tkpk)− kk
ktkpkk if tkpk 6= 0;
0 otherwise;
(2.18)
L00k =
8><
>:
k(xk + Zkpzk )− kk
kpzkk
if pzk 6= 0;
0 otherwise;
(2.19)
Lk =maxfL0k ; L00k g; (2.20)
lk =maxf4Lk; 1g; (2.21)
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kW (x)k6 ! 8x; (2.22)
 2 (0; 12 ); l^k = (1− )lk + 2 !; (2.23)
k =max
8<
: klk ; l
2
k
2!2bk
;
l2k
!1bk
;
l^
2
k
(1− 2)2 +
l^k k
1− 2
9=
; : (2.24)
Then let
k =
(
k−1 if k−1>k ;
maxfk−1 + ; kg otherwise;
(2.25)
where  is positive constant.
In order to use trust region method, we consider the actual change of the merit function
Aredk(pk) = F(xk + pk; k)− F(xk ; k) (2.26)
and an estimate of this change
Predk(pk)
= (ZTk gk)
Tpzk +
1
2(p
z
k )
TBkpzk +
1
2[(xk + Zkp
z
k )− k]TATk pk
−[(xk + pk)− k]T(ck + 12ATk pk) + k(kck + ATk pkk2 − kckk2): (2.27)
We now describe the complete algorithm.
Algorithm
1. Choose parameters 0<1<2< 1; max> 0; 0<1< 1; 2> 1; > 0; ! 2 (0; 1);  2 (0; 12 );
0<1626 14 , a integer M>0 and > 0. Pick a starting point x0, an initial positive-denite
matrix B0, an initial trust region radius 0<max, and a positive penalty weight vector 0 2 R m.
Let m(0) = 0 and set k = 0.
2. Calculate fk; gk ; ck , and Ak , make a QR decomposition of Ak to get Yk; Zk , and Rk (see (1.2)).
Compute
uk =−R−Tk ck (2.28)
and the multiplier
k = R−1k Y
T
k gk : (2.29)
3. If kckk+ kZTk gkk6, stop.
4. Solve subproblem (Sk) approximately by using one of the two dogleg methods to get pzk .
5. Let
k =
8>>><
>>>:
1 if ck = 0 or
k
kukk>1;
k
kukk otherwise
(2.30)
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and compute
pyk = kuk ; (2.31)
pk = Zkpzk + Ykp
y
k : (2.32)
6. Calculate the predicted reduction Predk(pk) and the approximate directional derivative 0k(0) of
the merit function F(x; ) at the point xk along the direction pk .
7. If at least one of the two following conditions:
0k(tk)6− 1kZTk gkkmin
kZTk gkk
bk
; k

− 1 min

kckk; k k

(2.33)
and
Predk(pk)6− 2kZTk gkkmin
kZTk gkk
bk
; k

− 2 min

kckk; k k

(2.34)
does not hold, then set
xk+1 = xk and k+1 = 1k;
return to step 4. Otherwise,
8. Choose
tk = 1; !; !2; : : :
until the following inequality is satised:
F(xk + tkpk ; k)6F(xl(k); l(k)) + tk0k(tk); (2.35)
where
F(xl(k); l(k)) = max
06j6m(k)
F(xk−j; k−j):
9. Set
k = tkpk ; (2.36)
xk+1 = xk + k : (2.37)
10. Compute
[Ared(pk) =F(xl(k); l(k))− F(xk+1; k+1)
=F(xl(k); l(k))− F(xk + k ; k+1): (2.38)
Further, compute
^k =
[Aredk(pk)
Predk(pk)
: (2.39)
11. Set
k+1 =
8>><
>>:
minf2k; maxg if ^k>2;
k if 2>^k >1;
1k otherwise:
(2.40)
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12. Choose
m(k + 1)6minfm(k) + 1; Mg:
Obtain Bk+1 by updating Bk using quasi-Newton formulas or approximate reduced Hessian. Set
k  k + 1 and return to step 2.
In this algorithm, the way to obtain the moving vector pyk in the range space R(Ak) is the same as
that in [15], i.e., pyk is determined by Eqs. (2.13), (2.17), and (2.18). The motivation of producing
pyk this way can be found in [15].
Remark 1. An important feature of this algorithm is that we decide whether to accept xk + tkpk
as xk+1 by linesearch, and not trust region ratio. Note that in each iteration the algorithm solves
only one trust region subproblem. If the solution pk fails to meet the acceptance criterion (2.35)
(take tk = 1), then we turn to line search, i.e., retreat from xk + pk until the criterion is
satised.
Remark 2. When M>1, the algorithm allows that F(xk + k ; k)>F(xk ; k) and thus this is a
nonmonotonic sequential method. Furthermore, it is easy to see that the proposed algorithm becomes
the usual monotone algorithm when M = 0. So, the usual monotone algorithm can be viewed as a
special case of the proposed algorithm.
3. Convergence analysis
We make the following assumptions in this section.
In this section our discussion will be based on the following assumptions:
Assumption H1. The sequence of points fxkg generated by the algorithm is contained in a compact
set X.
Assumption H2. f(x) and ci(x); i = 1; : : : ; m are twice continuously dierentiable over the set X.
Assumption H3. Matrix A(x) has full column rank over X, thus the matrix R(x) 2 R m in (1.2) and
its inverse R(x)−1 are dened and continuous on X.
Assumption H4. fBkg is a sequence of symmetric and bounded matrices of dimension n− m.
According to the assumptions, there are constants  and b, such that
 k = kAk(ATk Ak)−1k= kR−1k k6; kBkk6b; 8k: (3.1)
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Lemma 3.1.
kckk2 − kck + ATk skk2>kckk min

kckk; k k

; (3.2)
kkckk2>kckk min

kckk; k k

: (3.3)
Proof. See Lemma 3.1 in [15].
By using Lemmas 2.1 and 3.1, we obtain:
Lemma 3.2. Suppose that assumptions H1{H4 hold. Then we have that
0k(tk)6− !2kZTk gkkmin
kZTk gkk
bk
; k

+ kckk

lkk − kmin

kckk; k k

; (3.4)
where bk = kBkk.
Proof. As
k(xk + tkpk)− kk
tk
6lkkpkk
and
(gk − Akk)Tpk = (gk − Ak(ATk Ak)−1ATk gk)Tpk = (ZTk gk)Tpzk ;
applying (2.9) in Lemma 2.1 and (3.3) in Lemma 3.1, it is clear to see that (3.4) holds.
Lemma 3.3. Suppose that assumptions H1{H4 hold. Then we have that
Predk(pk)6− !1kZTk gkkmin
kZTk gkk
bk
; k

+ kckk

lkk − k min

kckk; k k

; (3.5)
where bk = kBkk.
Proof. By (2.8) and (3.2) in Lemma 3.1, it is clear to see that (3.5) holds.
Lemma 3.4. Suppose that assumptions H1{H4 hold. Then there exists 1> 0 such that if
kckk+ kZTk gkk>

bk +
1
 k

k;
we have
0k(tk)6− 1kZTk gkkmin
kZTk gkk
bk
; k

− 1 min

kckk; k k

: (3.6)
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Proof. Let
0k(0) +
!2
2
kZTk gkkmin
kZTk gkk
bk
; k

+ kmin

kckk; k k

6− !2
2
kZTk gkkmin
kZTk gkk
bk
; k

+ kckk

lkk − k min

kckk; k k

 k : (3.7)
We only prove that the right-hand side k of (3.7) is nonpositive, and then take 1=minf!2=2; k=2g,
so (3.7) holds.
If kckk>k= k , then taking k>lk k , the right-hand side of (3.7) is nonpositive.
If kckk6k= k , by the condition of the lemma
kckk+ kZTk gkk>

bk +
1
 k

k;
we have that from k6kZTk gkk=bk ,
k6− !22 kZ
T
k gkkk + kckk(lkk)−
k
2
kckk2
6− !2bk
2
2k + lkkkckk −
k
2
kckk2
= − 1kckk2

!2bk
2
2k − lkk −
k
2

 k(k); (3.8)
where let kckk 6= 0 and k = k=kckk. In fact, kckk = 0, the conclusion that the right-hand side of
(3.8) is nonpositive is obvious.
The maximum point of the quadratic function k(k) when k = lk=!2bk and the maximum value
is
k(k ) =
l2k
2!2bk
− k: (3.9)
Using (3.9) we have that
l2k
2!2bk
6k; (3.10)
then k(k )60. And hence k60.
Taking 1 = minf!2=2; k=2g, the conclusion holds.
Lemma 3.5. Suppose that assumptions H1{H4 hold. Then there exists 2> 0 such that if
kckk+ kZTk gkk>

bk +
1
 k

k;
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we have
Predk(pk)6− 2kZTk gkkmin
kZTk gkk
bk
; k

− 2 min

kckk; k k

: (3.11)
Proof. Similar to the proof of the above lemma, taking 2 = minf!1=2; k=2g, and l2k =!1bk6k , we
have that the conclusion holds.
Let

, fxj kZ(x)Tg(x)k+ kc(x)k6g
and call it the -stationary point set of problem (1.1). Obviously, if = 0 then 
 is just the set of
Karush{Kuhn{Tucker points.
Lemma 3.6. For every > 0; there is a ()> 0 such that for any xk 2 Xn
; when k6 ;
0k(tk)6− ^k ; (3.12)
Predk(pk)6− ^k ; (3.13)
where the constant ^ 2 (0; 12 ); which is specied in the algorithm.
Proof. For every > 0, if xk 2 Xn
, that is, there exists > 0 such that
kc(xk)k+ kZ(xk)Tg(xk)k>; k = 1; 2; : : : :
This means that at least one of the inequalities
kZTk gkk>

2
and
kckk> 2
is true.
If
>

bk +
1
 k

k
and
kZTk gkk>

2
;
taking () = 12(bk + (1= k))
−1, then
k6
1
2

bk +
1
 k
−1
6

bk
6
kZTk gkk
bk
:
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Hence, taking ^ = 1=2 in (3.6), (3.12) holds. If
>

bk +
1
 k

k
and
kckk> 2 ;
taking () = 12(bk + (1= k))
−1, then
k6
1
2

bk +
1
 k
−1
6 k

2
6 kkckk:
Hence, taking ^ = 1 and = 1 in (3.6), (3.12) holds.
Similar to (3.12), (3.13) also holds.
From above, the conclusion of the theorem holds.
Lemma 3.7. For every > 0; there is a ()> 0 such that for any xk 2 Xn
; if k6 ; then
tk  1 in (2:35).
Proof. By the following three equations:
f(xk + pk)− fk = gTk pk +O(kpkk2); (3.14)
(xk + pk)Tc(xk + pk)− Tk ck
= Tk [c(xk + pk)− ck] + [(xk + pk)− k]Tc(xk + pk)
= Tk A
T
k pk + [(xk + pk)− k]T(ck + ATk pk) + O(kpkk2)
= Tk A
T
k pk + (1− k)[(xk + pk)− k]Tck +O(kpkk2); (3.15)
and
kc(xk + pk)k2 − kckk2 = kck + ATk pkk2 − kckk2 + O(kpkk2)
= [(1− k)2 − 1]kckk2 + O(kpkk2): (3.16)
By the denition of 0k(tk) in (2.16), we see that
F(xk + pk; k)− F(xk ; k)− 0k(1);
=f(xk + pk)− (xk + pk)Tc(xk + pk) + kkc(xk + pk)k2
− [fk − Tk ck + kkc(xk)k2]− f(gk − Akk)Tpk
− [(xk + pk)− k]Tck − 2kkkckk2g
=(1− )(gk − Akk)Tpk − (1−  − k)[(xk + pk)− k]Tck
−k[(1− k)2 − 1 + 2k]kckk2 + O(kpkk2): (3.17)
As
(gk − Akk)Tpk = (ZTk gk)Tpzk ; (3.18)
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we have that
F(xk + pk; k)− F(xk ; k)− 0k(1);
6(1− )(ZTk gk)Tpzk − (1− )lkkckkkpkk
−k[2− k − 2]kkckk2 + O(kpkk2)
6− !2(1− )
2
kZTk gkkmin
kZTk gkk
bk
; k

+ (1−  + k)lkkckkk
−k[2− k − 2]min

kckk; k k

 k : (3.19)
If
kckk+ kZTk gkk>

bk +
1
 k

k;
then similar to the proof of Lemma 3.6, we can prove that the right-hand side of (3.19) is nonpositive.
Therefore,
F(xk + pk; k)6F(xk ; k)− tk0k(1)6F(xl(k); l(k))− tk0k(1): (3.20)
This means that there is a ()> 0 such that for any xk 2 Xn
, if k6 , then tk  1 in (2.35).
Lemma 3.8. When xk+1 = xk + pk;
jAredk(pk)− Predk(pk)j=O(kpkk2); (3.21)
where Aredk(pk) and Predk(pk) are dened in (2:26) and (2:27).
Proof. By (3.14){(3.16), and the denition of Aredk(pk), we see that
Aredk(pk) =F(xk + pk; k)− F(xk ; k)
= (gk − Akk)Tpk − [(xk + pk)− k]T(ck + ATk pk)
+k(kck + ATk pkk2 − kckk2) + O(kpkk2):
As (3.18), we have that, let Pk = ZkZTk ,
Predk(pk)− Aredk(pk)
= 12(p
z
k )
T(PkBkPk)pzk +
1
2[(xk + Zkp
z
k )− k]TATk pk
+ 12[(xk + pk)− k]TATk pk +O(kpkk2)
=O(kpkk2):
Corollary 3.9. Suppose that assumptions H1{H3 hold. There exists a positive constant ; such that
for all k;
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jAredk(pk)− Predk(pk)j62k : (3.22)
Proof. It is not dicult to see that if xk is contained in the compact set X and f and ci are twice
continuously dierentiable on X , then the O(kpkk2) term in Eq. (3.21) is independent of k, i.e.,
there is a constant ~> 0 such that
jAredk(pk)− Predk(pk)j6 ~kpkk2:
But from (2.18), (1.4), and the way we calculate pzk and p
y
k , we have
kpkk2 = kpykk2 + kpzkk2622k : (3.23)
Let = 2~, we have (3.13).
We are now ready to state one of our main results.
Theorem 3.9. Suppose that assumption H1 holds. Let fxkg 2 R n be a sequence generated by the
algorithm. Then
lim inf
k!1
fkZ(xk)Tg(xk)k+ kc(xk)kg= 0: (3.24)
Proof. According to the acceptance rule in step 7, we have
F(xk + tkpk ; k)6F(xl(k); k) + tk0k(tk): (3.25)
For suciently large k, the penalty weights will remain the same, that is,
k+1 = k, ; 8 suciently large k:
Therefore, without loss of generality, we can assume that the penalty function F(x; k) dened by
Eq. (2.14) is independent of k. We use F(x; ) to represent it,
F(x; ) = f(x)− (x)Tc(x) + kc(x)k2:
Similar to the proof in [9], we have that the sequence fF(xl(k); l(k))g is nonincreasing for all large
k, and therefore fF(xl(k); l(k))g is convergent.
By (2.35) and Lemma 3.4, for all k >M ,
F(xl(k); l(k))
=F(xl(k)−1 + l(k)−1pl(k)−1; l(k)−1)
6 max
06j6m(l(k)−1)
fF(xl(k)−j−1; l(k)−j−1)g+ tl(k)−10l(k)−1(tl(k)−1)
6F(xl(l(k)−1); l(l(k)−1))− tl(k)−1f1kZTl(k)−1gl(k)−1kminfl(k)−1; kZTl(k)−1gl(k)−1k=bg
+ 1minfkcl(k)−1k; l(k)−1=gg: (3.26)
If the conclusion of the theorem is not true, then there exists some > 0 such that
kc(xk)k+ kZ(xk)Tg(xk)k>; k = 1; 2; : : : : (3.27)
If (3.27) holds, then for each k at least one of the inequalities
kZTk gkk>

2
(3.28)
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and
kckk> 2 (3.29)
is true. By (3.26), (3.28) and (3.29), either
F(xl(k); l(k))6F(xl(l(k)−1); l(l(k)−1))− tl(k)−11 2min

l(k)−1;

2b

; (3.30)
or
F(xl(k); l(k)−1)6F(xl(l(k)−1); l(l(k)−1))− tl(k)−11min

l(k)−1

;

2

(3.31)
holds.
As fF(xl(k); l(k))g is convergent, we obtain from either (3.30) or (3.31) that
lim
k!1
tl(k)−1l(k)−1 = 0: (3.32)
By kpkk6k; (3.32) implies that
lim
k!1
tl(k)−1kpl(k)−1k= 0: (3.33)
(3.32) means that either
lim inf
k!1
tl(k)−1 = 0; (3.34)
or
lim
k!1
l(k)−1 = 0: (3.35)
For k >M; we have k −M6k − m(k)6l(k)6k; and hence 06k − l(k)6M:
By the updating formula of k; for all j,
j1k6k+j6
j
2k;
so that
M+11 l(k)−16k6
M+1
2 l(k)−1: (3.36)
If (3.35) holds, then
lim
k!1
k = 0: (3.37)
By Lemma 3.7, we have that for suciently large k; tk = 1, i.e., k = pk: By Lemmas 3.8 and 3:9,
we have that
jk − 1j= jPredk(pk)− Aredk(pk)jjPredk(pk)j =
O(2k)
k
! 0; (3.38)
where k =Aredk(pk)=Predk(pk):
This means that k ! 1; i.e., for large k, ^k>k> which implies that trust region radius will
be bounded from 0. This contradicts (3.37).
If (3.34) holds, by (3.33), following the way used in [9], we can prove by induction that
lim
k!1
kl(k)−jk= 0; (3.39)
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and
lim
k!1
F(xl(k)−j; l(k)−j) = lim
k!1
F(xl(k); l(k))
for any positive integer j. Furthermore, as k>l(k)>k −M; from
xl(k) = xk−M−1 + k−M−1 +   + l(k)−1
and (3.39), it can be derived that
lim
k!1
F(xl(k); l(k)) = lim
k!1
F(xk ; k): (3.40)
By the rule for accepting the step pk ,
F(xk+1; k+1)− F(xl(k); l(k))
6tk0k(tk)
6− tk1 2min

k;

2b

− tk1min

kckk; k k

: (3.41)
By Lemma 3.7, (3.40) and (3.41) mean that
lim
k!1
tk = 0:
The acceptance rule (2.35) means that, for large enough k,
F

xk +
tk
!
pk; k

− F(xk ; k)>F

xk +
tk
!
pk; k

− F(xl(k); l(k))>tk!
0
k(tk): (3.42)
Since (2.15){(2.16) and
F

xk +
tk
!
pk; k

− F(xk ; k) = tk!
0
k(tk) + o

tk
!
kpkk

;
we have
(1− ) tk
!
0k(tk) + o

tk
!
kpkk

>0: (3.43)
Dividing (3.43) by (tk =!)kpkk and noting that 1− > 0 and 0k(tk)60, we obtain
lim
k!1
0k(tk)
kpkk = 0: (3.44)
From
0k(tk)6−1kZTk gkkminfk; kZTk gkk=bg − 1min

kckk; k

6−1 2min

k;

2b

− 1min

;
k


(3.45)
and kpkk6max, we have that
lim
k!1
k
kpkk = 0; (3.46)
which contradicts k>kpkk and hence the conclusion of the theorem is true.
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4. Local superlinear convergence
Theorem 3.9 indicates that at least one limit point of fxkg is a stationary point. Next we show
that the convergence rate is superlinear convergence for the algorithm when Bk is positive denite.
It requires the following assumptions.
Assumption H5. x is a K{K{T point of problem (1.1), i.e., there is a vector  2 R m such that
c = 0 and g − A = 0: (4.1)
Assumption H6. There exists a constant > 0 such that
dT(ZTWZ)d>kdk2; 8d (4.2)
i.e., the second-order sucient condition holds at x. Further, there exists a constant !> 0 such
that
kW (x)k6 ! 8x 2 X:
Lemma 4.1. Under the assumptions H2{H3 and H5{H6; there exist 2>1> 0 such that for all
x in a neighbourhood of x;
1kx − xk6kc(x)k+ kZ(x)Tg(x)k62kx − xk (4.3)
Proof. See the proof of Lemma 4.1 in [15].
From Lemma 4.1, it is seen that
lim
k!1
fkZTk gkk+ kckkg= 0
if and only if
lim
k!1
xk = x
We now make the last set of assumptions for discussing the convergence rate of the algorithm.
Assumption H7. xk ! x.
Assumption H8.
lim
k!1
k(Bk − ZTWZ)ZTk (xk+1 − xk)k
kxk+1 − xkk = 0: (4.4)
Remark. This condition is commonly used in discussing superlinear convergence for variations of
quasi-Newton methods and secant methods, see [3,6,7] for example.
Lemma 4.2. If Bk is eventually positive denite and assumptions H1{H8 hold; then for suciently
large k; tk  1 in (2:35).
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Proof. When Bk is positive denite, by the proof of Theorem 4:3 in [17], we have proved that the
solution pzk in subproblem (Sk) satises
qk(pk), (ZTk gk)
Tpzk + (p
z
k )
TBkpzk60: (4.5)
By assumption H8, we have that
(pzk )
TBkpzk = (p
z
k )
T(ZTWZ)p
z
k + o(kpzkkkpkk) (4.6)
and hence, by (4.2)
(pzk )
TBkpzk>

2
kpzkk2 + o(kpzkkkpkk): (4.7)
By the expansions:
f(xk + pk)− fk = gTk pk + 12pTk32xxfkpk + o(kpkk2)
and
(xk + pk)Tc(xk + pk)− Tk ck
= Tk A
T
k pk +
1
2p
T
k
 
mX
i=1
k; i32xxci(xk)
!
pk
+ [(xk + pk)− k]T(ck + ATk pk) + o(kpkk2)
= Tk A
T
k pk +
1
2p
T
k
 
mX
i=1
k; i32xxci(xk)
!
pk
+(1− k)[(xk + pk)− k]Tck + o(kpkk2):
By (4.6), and
pTkWkpk =p
T
kWkZkZ
T
k pk + p
T
kWkYkY
T
k pk
=pTk ZkZ
T
k WkZkZ
T
k pk + p
T
k YkY
T
k WkZkZ
T
k pk + p
T
kWkYkY
T
k pk ; (4.8)
we have that
kpTkWkpk − (pZk )TBkpzkk6 !kpykkkpkk+ o(kpkk2):
Similar to the proof of Lemma 3.7, we have that
F(xk + pk; k)− F(xk ; k)− 0k(1);
= gTk pk − Tk ATk pk + (1− k)[(xk + pk)− Tk ]Tck + 12pTkWkpk + kck + ATk pkk2
−kckk2 + o(kpkk2)− fgTk pk − Tk ATk pk + [(xk + pk)− Tk ]Tck − 2kkkckk2g
6

1
2
− 

(ZTk gk)
Tpzk + j1−  − k jlkkckkkpkk+
1
2
[(ZTk gk)
Tpzk + (p
z
k )
TBkpzk ]
+
1
2
[pTkWkpk − (pzk )TBkpzk ]− k[2− k − 2]kkckk2 + o(kpkk2)
6−

1
2
− 


2
kpzkk2 + j1−  − k jlkkckkkpkk
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+2 !kpykkkpkk − k[2− k − 2]kkckk2 + o(kpkk2)
6−

1
2
− 


2
kpzkk2 + l^kkckkkpzkk − [k(1− 2)k −  klk]kckk2 + o(kpkk2) (4.9)
where l^k = (1− )lk + 2 ! and the last inequality holds because of
kpykk6kkAk(ATk Ak)−1k  kckk6 kkckk:
We consider two possible cases.
(a) k = 1: By Lemma 4.5,
F(xk + pk; k)− F(xk ; k)− 0k(1)
6− (1=2− )
2
kpzkk2 + l^kkckk  kpzkk −

k

1
2
− 2

−  k l^k

kckk2 + o(kpkk  kpzkk):
(4.10)
We now show that the sum of the rst three terms on the right-hand side is nonpositive.
If kckk=0, this conclusion is obvious. Assuming kckk 6= 0. Dividing the rst three terms by kckk2
and letting sk = kpzkk=kckk, we have
q(sk), − (1=2− )2 s
2
k + l^ksk − [k(1− 2)−  k l^k]:
When sk = 2l^k =(1− 2), this function attains its maximum value:
qmax =
l^
2
k
(1− 2) − [k(1− 2)−  k l^k]:
As now k> k l^k =(1− 2) +  kl2k =(1− 2); q() is always nonpositive.
We now consider the second possible case.
(b) k < 1. We have that
kkckk= kkR−Tk ckk
kckk>k k :
By (4.9), we have that
F(xk + pk; k)− F(xk ; k)− 0k(1)
6− (1− )
2
kpzkk2 + l^kkckk  kpkk − [k(1− 2)k −  k l^k]
k
 k
kckk
+o(kpkk  kpzkk) (4.11)
As now k> k l^k =(1− 2), the right-hand side of (4.11) is always nonpositive.
Combining (4.10) and (4.11), we have proved that
F(xk + pk; k)− F(xk ; k)− 0k(1)60:
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Because of
F(xk + pk; k)− F(xl(k); l(k))
6F(xk + pk; k)− F(xk ; k)
60k(1); (4.12)
we have that for suciently large k; tk  1 in (2.35).
Lemma 4.3. We have
[(xk + pk)− k]TATk pk = pTkWkY Tk Ykpk + o(kpkk2); (4.13)
[(xk + ZTk p
z
k )− k]TATk pk = (pzk )TWkY Tk Ykpk + o(kpkk  kpzkk) (4.14)
Proof. Similar to the Lemma 4.3 in [15] we have that (4.13) and (4.14) hold.
Lemma 4.4.
Predk(pk)− Aredk(pk) = o(kpkk2): (4.15)
Proof. By (4.13){(4.14), let Pk = ZkZTk ,
Predk(pk)− Aredk(pk)
= 12(p
z
k )
T(PkBkPk)pzk − 12pTkWkpk + 12[(xk + Zkpzk )− k]TATk pk
+ 12[(xk + pk)− k]TATk pk + o(kpkk2)
= 12(p
z
k )
TBkpzk − 12pTkWkpk + 12pTkWkYkY Tk pk + 12pTkWkYkY Tk pk + o(kpkk2): (4.16)
As I = Pk + Qk , where Qk = Y Tk Yk ; we have
pTkWkpk =p
T
kWkPkpk + p
T
kWkQkpk
=pTk PkWkPkpk + p
T
k QkWkPkpk + p
T
kWkQkpk: (4.17)
Substituting this result into the right-hand side of (4.16) and using (4.4) and (4.6), we obtain
Predk(pk)− Aredk(pk) = 12(pzk )T(PkBkPk)pzk − 12pTk PkWkPkpk + o(kpkk2)
= 12(p
z
k )
TPWPpk − (pzk )TPkWkPkpzk + o(kpkk2)
= o(kpkk2):
Lemma 4.5.
Predk(pk)6− 2kp
z
kk2 + lkkckk  (kpzkk+ kpykk)
−kkckkmin

kckk; k k

+ o(kpkk  kpzkk): (4.18)
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Proof. By (4.5), we have that
qk(pzk ), (Z
T
k gk)
Tpzk + (p
z
k )
TBkpzk60:
Similar to (4.7), we have that
(ZTk gk)
Tpzk +
1
2
(pzk )
TBkpzk6−

2
kpzkk2 + o(kpzkk kpkk): (4.19)
On the other hand, by using (2.27) and the denitions of Lk and lk , we have
1
2 [(xk + Zkp
z
k )− k]TATk pk − [(xk + pk)− k]T(ck + 12ATk pk)
62Lkkpkk  kckk
6lkkckk(kpzkk+ kpykk):
Substituting this result and (4.19) into (2.27), we obtain the wanted conclusion (4.18).
Lemma 4.6. There exists > 0 such that
Predk(pk)6−   kpkk2: (4.20)
Proof. We consider two possible cases.
(a) minfkckk; k= kg= kckk.
By Lemma 4.5,
Predk(pk)6− 2kp
z
kk2 + lkkckk(kpzkk+ kpykk)− kkckk2 + o(kpkk  kpzkk): (4.21)
So,
Predk(pk) +

4
kpzkk2 +
k
2
kckk2
6− 
4
kpzkk2 + lkkckk(kpzkk+ kpykk)−
k
2
kckk2 + o(kpzkk  kpkk): (4.22)
As
kpykk6kkAk(ATk Ak)−1k  kckk6 kkckk; (4.23)
Eq. (4.22) can be rewritten as
Predk(pk) +

4
kpzkk2 +
k
2
kckk2
6− 
4
kpzkk2 + lkkckk  kpzkk −

k
2
−  klk

kckk2 + o(kpkk  kpzkk): (4.24)
We now show that the sum of the rst three terms on the right-hand side is nonpositive.
If kckk=0, this conclusion is obvious. Assuming kckk 6= 0. Dividing the rst three terms by kckk2
and letting sk = kpzkk=kckk, we have
q(sk), − 4s
2
k + lksk −

k
2
−  klk

:
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When sk = 2lk=1, this function attains its maximum value:
qmax =
l2k

+  klk − k2 :
As now k>2( klk + l2k =); q() is always nonpositive.
Thus far we have proved that
Predk(pk) +

4
kpzkk2 +
k
2
kckk26o(kpkk  kpzkk): (4.25)
By
kckk2>kp
y
kk2
 2k
>
kpykk2
 
2 ; (4.26)
we have that from (kpzkk  kpykk)6 12 (kpzkk2 + kpykk2),
o(kpkk  kpzkk) = o(kpzkk  kpykk) + o(kpzkk2)
= o(kpykk2) + o(kpzkk2)
= o(kckk2) + o(kpykk2): (4.27)
From (4.25) and (4.27) it is clear that when k is large enough,
Predk(pk)6− 12


4
kpzkk2 +
k
2
kckk2

6− 
8
kpzkk2 −
k
4
kpykk2
 
2 :
If we take
0 =min
(

8
;
k
4  
2
)
; (4.28)
then
Predk(pk)6− 0kpkk2: (4.29)
We now consider the second possible case.
(b) minfkckk; k= kg= k= k . By (4.18),
Predk(pk)6− 2kp
z
kk2 + 2kckklkk − kkckk
k
 k
+ o(kpzkk  kckk)
6− 
2
kpzkk2 −

k
 k
− 2lk

kckkk + o(kpzkk  kpkk): (4.30)
As
kckkk>kp
y
kk
 k
 kpykk>
kpykk2
 
and
k
 k
− 2lk>2lk>2;
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we know that
Predk(pk)6− 2kp
z
kk2 −
2
 
kpykk2 + o(kpzkk2) + o(kpykk2):
Therefore, for large k,
Predk(pk)6− 4kp
z
kk2 −
1
 
kpykk2
6−00kpkk2; (4.31)
where 00 =minf=4; 1=  g.
Combining (4.29) and (4.31), we obtain (4.20).
We now discuss the convergence rate for the proposed algorithm. For this purpose, it is shown
that for large enough k, the step size tk  1, and there exists ^> 0 such that
k>^
that is, for suciently large k, the step k = pk and the trust region constraint is inactive so that
local convergence of the proposed algorithm depends on the Hessian of objective function at x.
Theorem 4.7. If Bk is eventually positive denite and assumptions H1{H8 hold; then
pzk =−B−1k (ZTk gk); (4.32)
pyk =−R−Tk ck ; (4.33)
pk = Ykp
y
k + Zkp
z
k ; (4.34)
k = pk; (4.35)
xk+1 = xk + k : (4.36)
Proof. By Lemma 4:2, we know that if Bk is eventually positive denite and assumptions H1{H8
hold, then for suciently large k; tk  1 in (2.35), that is
xk+1 = xk + pk;
which implies that for large enough k, the step size tk = 1, i.e., k = pk .
Assumption H7 means that kckk ! 0 and kZTk gkk ! 0. By assumpion H2 and kpykk6kckk, we
can obtain that kpkk ! 0. And hence
jk − 1j= jPredk(pk)− Aredk(pk)jPredk(pk)j ! 0; (4.37)
where k =Aredk(pk)=Predk(pk).
Eq. (4.37) means that when kpkk ! 0; k ! 1. Hence there exists ^> 0 such that when
kpzkk6^; ^k>k>2, and therefore, k+1>k . As pzk ! 0, there exists an index K 0 such that
kpzkk6^ whenever k>K 0. Thus
k>K0 ; 8k>K 0:
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On the other hand, as ~gk ! ~g = 0 and ck ! c = 0, it ensures k − B−1k ~gkk ! 0. And thus for
large k,
k − B−1k ~gkk<K06k; (4.38)
and k =1. (2.2){(2.6) and (4.38) mean that (4.32) holds, and hence k =1 means that (4.33) and
(4.34) hold.
Theorem 4.8. Under assumptions H1{H8; this algorithm is two-step Q-superlinearly convergent;
i.e.;
lim
k!1
kxk+1 − xk
kxk−1 − xk = 0: (4.39)
Further; the sequence fxk + Zkpzkg converges to x superlinearly; in other words;
lim
k!1
kxk + Zkpk − xk
kxk−1 + Zk−1pk−1 − xk = 0: (4.40)
Proof. Similar to Theorem 5:1 in [16], we have that the conclusions hold.
The algorithm has been proposed and further numerical results will be tested in the coming papers.
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